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The infamous mark of the beast needed to buy or sell;

It's coming soon as Rev elation did forewarn and tell.

It's the devil's ultimate plan trying to get our very SOUL;

He wants us in the lake of burning sulfur with fiery coals.

[Rev. 13:16-18; Rev. 14:9-12]

There will be captivity or beheading for the faithful before Paradise;

Whatever it takes, regardless the sufferings and pain - pay the price.

This is all so temporary  and God himself will wipe away every tear;

Don't allow the mark of the beast, to become your fatal eternal snare.

[Rev. 13:10 cf. Rev. 20:4; 2 Cor. 4:16-18; Rev. 21:4]

The rushed covid-19 vaccine with its tattoo mark that is unseen;

Then getting eternally damned to bu y or sell is what it means.

The quantum d ot tattoo with luciferase yields the body stamp;

Not visible to the naked eye, but it is under a smartphone lamp.

[Rev. 14:9-12]

As the ID2020 Alliance stated, nonparticipants can not "buy or sell";

The marked recipients can and will get painful ugly sores before hell.

The serpent's FANG design is incorporated in the m icroneedle vaccine;

To think hydrogel biosensors can benefit the individual is obscene.

[Rev. 16:2; 16:11]

The popular p re trib rapture is a false and empty hope of escap e;

That ear-tickling deception has snared many across the landscape.

But the real harvest for the devil, through pre trib, is yet to be seen;

It is still a delightful fantasy, but will surely manifest as mean.

[2 Thess. 2:1-3; Mk. 13:24-27 ; etc.]

Both pre trib rapture and eternal security are taught to the devil's delight;

Your enemy has doctrines of demons and wolves to  oppose what's right.

The unfaithful saints will be tormented with burning sulfur is the alarm;

So we will face the beast, and can yet miss Paradise, to our eternal harm.

[1 Tim. 4:1; Mt. 7:15; Acts 20:29; Rev. 14:9-12]

The antichrist will rule for forty-two months or three and one half years.

Abruptly his reign will be ended by the Lord Jesus - that is very clear;

The false prophet and the beast will be cast into the burning lake;

Christians, remain faithful to Jesus, and "the mark" do not take.

[Rev. 13:5; Rev. 19:20; Rev. 14:12]

There are those who say Sunday worship of God is the mark;

To teach that way is to display themselves as being in the dark.

The coming of the antichrist will be displayed with deceit of all kind;

The father of lies will even be working counterfeit miracles and signs.

[2 Thess. 2:9,10; Jn. 8:44]



Deceit is already prospering and truth has been thrown to the ground;

Terrible coming famine and earthquakes and wickedness will abound.

The New Word O rder or the great tribulation, which we have entered -

Is the wrath of th e devil, idolatry and Satan  worship to be in th e center.

[Dan. 8:25; Dan. 8:12; Rev. 6:5-8; 12:17]

The saints will be betrayed by their family and persecuted to their death;

It's part of our final spiritual test - be faithful to Jesus to your last breath.

Many will turn away from the faith, but you must be of a different kind;

Forgive those who hate and oppose you - for they are dead, lost and blind.

[Mt. 24:9,10; Heb. 3:14; Mt. 10:22; Mt. 24:10; Mt. 6:14,15]

It cost all to be Jesus' disciple, and you must love your family less than him;

You must be worthy of Jesus to enter the bright Paradise that will never dim.

Remain faithful to Jesus and remember to die for the faithful is eternal gain;

Imagine the glorious promises to dwell with God and alongside him, reign!

[Lk. 14:26; 14:33; Mt. 10:37,38; Rev. 3:4,5; Rev. 21:23; Phil. 1:21; Rev. 22:5]

It's by the blood of the Lamb and by the word of their testimony too;

They were willing to die to victoriously overcome and that must be you!

For it has been gran ted to believers in the Lord  to also suffer for the Christ.

It goes with the territory of following Jesus, so don't cower or be enticed.

[Rev. 12:11; Phil. 1:29; Rev. 21:8]

They have washed their robes and made them white in the blood of the Lamb;

This oppressive hour was started with the coronavirus, covid-19 plandemic scam.

It was cunningly contrived and has escalated to this dark opp ressive hour;

The saints will be handed over in due time and conquered, but do not cower.

[Rev. 7:14; Rev. 13:7]

Remember the faithful brothers and sisters from the past who died martyrs;

We read of many throughout the scriptures and that is just for starters.

Be of that great multitude in Paradise to never again be hungry or th irsty;

Don't focu s on the mark of the beast needed to buy or  sell, but God's mercy.

[1 Kings 18:4; Acts 22:4; Heb. 11:35-39; Rev. 7:9 cf. v. 14; Rom. 12:1; 2 Cor. 4:1]

The Lamb will afterwards lead the faithful to springs of living water 

That comes after the war on the saints and their wholesale slaughter.

But with each  passing hour our "home" in Paradise is getting nearer;

Time is running out for the beast and false prophet - that can't be clearer.

[Rev. 7:17; 13:7; 19:20]

Imagine a holy place with no more death or mourning or crying or pain;

Then there is the 1,000 year reign of Christ, wh ile the devil is in chains.

Our time here is but a passing breeze, so act in light of Judgment Day;

This mark of the beast is our final test, so patiently endure and pray.

[Rev. 21:4; 20:1-3; Psa. 78:39; Rev. 3:10; 13:10; 14:12; Lk. 21:34-36]
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